Ground penetrating radar (GPR) is
Introduction
The safety of reinforced concrete structures greatly depends on whether the actual position and diameter of steel reinforcement match the design requirements. Ground penetrating radar (GPR) is a non-destructive testing technique that uses a radio wave source to send a pulse of electromagnetic energy into the test medium. Sensors detect any reflected energy and record it for analysis. A widely used application of GPR has been detecting the location of steel bars in concrete structures. However, the GPR scan image itself gives no information on the diameter of the steel bars. Since both steel bar position and diameter affect the structure's safety, a supplemental method is required to determine the diameter. Stolte and Nick (1994) [1] proposed an eccentricity migration method to improve GPR images with hyperbolic response and possibly determine the diameter of buried pipes from the geometry of a hyperbola in a GPR section. Nevertheless, the method yielded no successful results and remains just a possibility. Molyneaux et al (1995) [2] attempted to use neural networks to determine the diameter of steel reinforcement but the results were not successful. They concluded that their approach failed because they used a solitary signal at the centre of each bar. As a promising alternative, they propose using an orthogonal antenna orientation to determine both the size and depth of the bar. Newnham and Goodier (2000) [3] also used a neural network approach to measure the size of a reinforcing bar but they too had difficulty in determining the bar's diameter. Quek et al described polynomial-based separation algorithms in radar image processing, which are precursors to analysis that allows measurement of the diameters, orientations and depths of the bars [4] . They also used curvilinear models applied to orthogonal line scans taken by an inductive sensor and the method allows estimates to be made with accuracies of ± 1 bar size and ± 10% cover depth when neither the depth nor the size is available [5] . This paper introduces an approach that uses a stationary wavelet transform to determine the diameters of steel bars. The method also accurately obtains the horizontal position and depth of the steel reinforcement and uses the data to produce a 3D image.
Data acquisition
A pulseEKKO1000 system provided the GPR data using the reflection method. The system's antenna had a centre frequency of 1200 MHz, a step size of 0.01 m. Figure 1 shows the location of the steel bars and scan lines in the 850×245×150 mm reinforced concrete slab test specimen. 
Velocity of the GPR wave
The velocity of the radar wave plays an important role in the proposed method of measuring the diameter of the steel bars. Placing two small concrete cubes below the specimen creates a clear interface between the concrete block and the surrounding air on the GPR image, as shown in Figure 2 . This interface provides a benchmark used in obtaining the accurate velocity of the radar wave.
According to Figures 2 and 3 , the reflection time from the top of the concrete slab is 1.6 ns and that from the bottom of the concrete slab is 4.6 ns. Since the height of the concrete slab is 0.15 m, according to the formula:
the radar wave's velocity is 0.15/(4.6-1.6)×2 = 0.1 m/ns. Additional trials yield reflection times of 1.6 ns or 1.7 ns from the top of the slab and 4.6 ns or 4.7 ns from the bottom. These times produce similar velocities, so the calculated velocity of 0.1 m/ns is accurate.
DWT and SWT
If a signal, such as the GPR wave, has a time varying frequency, it is non-stationary. To know the detailed information at a certain time in a GPR wave, it is necessary to find a suitable signal processing method to handle the non-stationary signal. The wavelet transform is a superior approach to other time-frequency analysis tools because its time scale width of the window can be stretched to match the original signal [6] [7] . This makes it particularly useful for non-stationary signal analysis, such as noises and transients. For a discrete signal, a fast algorithm of discrete wavelet transform (DWT) is multi-resolution analysis, which is a non-redundant decomposition [8] . However, the non-redundant decomposition introduces an artifact-shift variance. The artifacts will affect the precise alignments between the features of the signal. Misalignments between wavelet coefficients lead to errors in locating the rebar's position and, consequently, measuring the rebar's diameter. Several people have independently discovered the stationary wavelet transform for different purposes [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . Each inventor gave the transform a different name, including the shift/ translation invariant wavelet transform, the undecimated discrete wavelet transform, and the redundant wavelet transform. As these various names illustrate, the key aspects of the SWT is that it is redundant, shift invariant and a denser approximation to the continuous wavelet transform than that of the orthonormal discrete wavelet transform (DWT). Lang et al provide a discussion of the algorithm and its history [10] . The SWT method can be described as follows. At each level, when the high-pass and low-pass filters are applied to the data, the two new sequences have the same length as the original sequences. To do this, the original data is not decimated. However, the filters at each level are modified by padding them out with zeros.
Supposing a function f(x) is projected at each step j on the subset V j (! ! V 1 ! V 0 ) , this projection is defined by the scalar product of c j,k of f(x) with the scaling function φ(x) which is dilated and translated:
where φ(x) is a real scaling function, which is a low-pass filter. c j,k is also called a discrete approximation at the resolution 2 j . If ϕ(x) is a real wavelet function, the wavelet coefficients are obtained by:
ω j,k is called the discrete detail signal at the resolution 2 j . The scaling function φ(x) and wavelet function ϕ(x) has the following property: Equations (6a) and (6b) are the multi-resolution algorithm of the traditional DWT. In this transform, a downsampling algorithm is used to perform the transformation. That is, one point out of two is kept during transformation. Therefore, the whole length of the function f(x) will reduce by half after the transformation. This process continues until the length of the function becomes one.
However, for stationary or redundant transform, instead of downsampling, an upsampling procedure is carried out before performing filter convolution at each scale. The distance between samples increasing by a factor of two from scale to the next c j+1,k is obtained by: 
. (7b)
The redundancy of this transform facilitates the identification of salient features in a signal.
Measuring of the steel bars
There are many different types of wavelet families. Section 6 will discuss how to choose the wavelet basis that best interprets the raw GPR data. The desire to measure the diameter of steel bars dictated choosing the Sym3 wavelet. Symlet wavelets are the compactly supported wavelets with the least degree of asymmetry and the highest number of vanishing moments for a given support width. The associated scaling filters are near linear-phase filters. Figure 4(a)-(b) shows the wavelet and scale functions of the Sym3 wavelet. Figure 5 is DWT detail coefficients (DWT cD1~5) and SWT detail coefficients (SWT cD1~5) of GPR wave. As Figure 5 shows, the number of DWT coefficients decreases as the scale increases while the number of SWT coefficients remains the same for every signal scale. After normalising five scales of SWT detail coefficients to create the contour map of normalised SWT cD5 coefficients shown in Figure 6 , the image of the three steel bars becomes clear.
Measuring the diameter of the steel bars
In Figure 6 , the clear image of the three steel bars is a result of the ability of the higher scales to show slowly changing details. The boundary between positive and negative cD5 coefficients clearly demarcates the bottom of the concrete slab. The position of the steel bar in Figure 6 is unique, unlike that of Figure 2 where one steel bar caused two hyperbolas that tend to confuse those inexperienced with GPR evaluation. Unfortunately, Figure 9 does not clearly show the positions of either zero time or the top of the concrete slab.
Knowing the velocity of the GPR wave through the concrete slab allows for the calculation of the distance using formula (1). Therefore, 0.5 ns represents a distance of 0.1×0.5/2 = 0.025 m = 25 mm.
The next step is to load the images into AutoCAD 2004 and label the correlation size. There are two methods to determine the diameter of the rebar: 1) Measure the maximum diameter of the circles contained in the rebar pattern. 2) Measure the maximum distance of the rebar pattern in the time dimension.
We measure the distance of 0.5 ns and get 117, then measure the maximum diameter of the circles contained in the rebar pattern of Rebar 1 and get 60. When we measure the maximum distance of the Rebar 1 pattern in the time dimension, we get 93. 
Measuring the depth and horizontal position of the rebar
The distance between the top of the concrete slab and the centre of the circles in Figure 6 is measured directly. The depth of Rebar 1 is: 25×242/117 = 52 mm. The system's antenna has a step size of 0.01m and thus the distance from scan point 1 to scan point 68 is 680 mm. According to Figure 1 and Figure 6 , we measure the distance of 10 scan points from scan point 45 to scan point 55 and get 172, and the distance from the centre of Rebar 1 to the specimen's side is: 215/172×100+80 = 205 mm. Similar calculations yield the depth and horizontal position of Rebar 2 and Rebar 3. Using Autocad objectARX, post-processing programs are being developed. By inputting the steel bar and concrete specimen parameters as shown Table 1 into the programs, the 3D image shown in Figure 7 is obtained.
Specimen 2 was tested in order to justify the proposed methods. Table 2 shows the results for the second specimen. 
Choosing the wavelet basis
Choosing the wavelet basis is vitally important in determining the diameter of the steel bars. There are many different wavelet families and each has different properties. Three main properties distinguish the wavelet families. Table 3 lists five main wavelet bases and their properties. According the Figures:  a) The support length of ϕ(x) is the speed of convergence to zero of the wavelet functions that quantify both the time and frequency localisations. Creating three maps of specimen 1 using symN wavelets that have a 2N-1 support width allowed for the comparison of the effect of the compact length of the wavelet bases on the method's ability to measure rebar diameter.
As Figure 8 (a)-(c) shows, the shorter the support width of the wavelet bases is, the closer the steel pattern is to actual size. This is a result of the shorter width support giving more precise time localisations. b) Orthogonality of ϕ(x)
The symN, dbN, and coif1 wavelet functions are all orthogonal wavelets and their coefficient maps clearly image the steel bar patterns, as seen in Figure 8 (a)-(c), Figure 9 (a)-(c) and Figure  10 (c). However, as Figure 10 (a) shows, the bior1.1 wavelet function is not orthogonal and thus the steel bar pattern does not appear on the image even though bior1.1 has a short 2-width support. Therefore, the orthogonality of the wavelet basis is important in the measurement of steel bars using GPR. c) The symmetry of ϕ(x)
Except for the Haar basis, all real orthonormal wavelet bases with compact support are asymmetric [5] . Symmetry is useful in avoiding dephasing in image processing. Both the bior1.1 and meyer wavelet functions are symmetric. Figure 10(a) , made using bior1.1 cD5 coefficients, does not clearly image the steel pattern. Likewise, Figure 10 (b), made using meyer cD5 coefficients, is not sufficiently clear to determine the diameter of the steel bars, despite its orthogonality, because the Meyer function's support width is infinite. Therefore, the symmetry of wavelets is less important in measuring the diameters of steel bars than are the other two main properties.
In summary, when measuring the diameter of steel bars, having a short support width and being orthogonal are the most important properties for a wavelet basis.
Conclusions
n The SWT wavelet transform is useful in measuring precisely the diameter of steel bars in a concrete structure. Knowing the velocity of the GPR wave is vitally important in measuring the diameters and positions of the steel bars. The SWT coefficients contour map clearly images the steel reinforcement pattern, thereby overcoming the drawback of GPR images that one steel bar may cause two or more hyperbolas. n Having a short support width and being orthogonal are the most important properties to consider when choosing the wavelet basis. 
